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Colour therapy pays off
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If the main loves of your life are psychedelic purple, kitschy mural art, and lime coloured feature walls, then you
might be suffering a surfeit of bad taste, but each to their own. Unless, of course, you’re looking to sell your
house.
If you’ve decided to sell, sooner or later you will have to accept that
your home is going to become a saleable, commercial product that
has to appeal to a broad spectrum of buyers.
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Colour is a vital part of the first impression that buyers receive when
they walk into your home, and anything too overthetop can create a
negative impression. Clever use of colour, however, can create extra
space, create an emotional trigger for the buyer, and up the dollar
value of your home. Choose wisely and you ’ll reap the benefits.
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There’s nothing wrong with offwhite
Dealing effectively with colours can be complex, but there are several
common rules. The important thing to remember is you want the home to appear airy, spacious and inviting.
Apartment offwhite gets a bad rap, but neutral colours can be cleverly used to enhance space, with the benefit that
they aren’t likely to offend anyone. For conservative buyers they will be perfect as is, and for the more creative souls
they will be seen as a blank canvas for their own artistic expression.
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Start by identifying a colour that is already dominant in the room. It may be the honeybrown polished floorboards, or
perhaps an unusual light fitting. Once you ’ve done this, you are in a position to choose a complementary offwhite
shade to work with that dominant colour.
Different tones for different spaces
It is often best to continue the colour theme throughout the home, to provide a sense of flow and continuity. That said,
different shades on the same palette can provide an instant makeover for oddlyshaped rooms. For example, the use
of certain colours can enable narrow rooms to appear broader, and low roofs to appear higher.
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Most of the colour in your home can come from accessories such as artwork, vases and lamps. Different shades and
tones can evoke emotions for the potential buyer, and this emotional connection helps buyers fall in love with your
home.
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Above all, keep in mind what you’re trying to achieve – a home that’s accessible, conservatively creative, familiar,
inclusive, light and appealing.
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Richard Armstrong is a director of The Makeover Group, and author of Sell your home for more – an expert’s guide to
property presentation.
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Note: the views and statements expressed are those of the author, and may not necessarily represent the views of
REA Group or this site. Information on our websites and in any REA Group publication should not be regarded as a
substitute for professional legal, financial or real estate advice.
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